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"... (The true investor) will do better if he forgets about the stock market and pays attention to his dividend
returns and to the operating results of his companies."
‐ Benjamin Graham
World Commodities and World Currencies, 1944, p. 42

In over 35 years in the wealth management

industry, I have seen what works for the longterm, tax paying investor.
The importance of dividends and the contribution
to overall total return, for new and experienced
investors alike, should not be overlooked.
Portfolios focusing on growing dividends can
deliver strong long-term returns regardless of the
market cycle. Dividend paying companies, in
general, tend to be higher quality with stronger
balance sheets than non-dividend paying
companiesi.

approach for large cap allocations may be to own dividend with the dividend representing a
companies that focus on growing their cash flows, conservative but meaningful payout and yield.
increasing dividends and repurchasing shares.
When selecting dividend‐paying stocks, we
believe it is important to focus on these critical
Dividends Paying Stocks vs. Non-paying
data points:
A recent study by Factset shows that dividend
paying stocks outperform their non-paying
counterparts by a dramatic amount. From 1991
through 2015, non-dividend paying stocks earned
just +4.18% return per year while dividend paying
stocks significantly outperformed with a +9.7%
average annual return.






Current yield vs. historic average yield
Dividend payout ratio (dividends per share
versus earnings per share)
Annual earnings growth compared to annual
dividend growth
Quality of dividend sources

Not only do dividend stocks as a group have less
volatility year- to- year, they outperform nondividend paying stocks over time as wellii. During
bull markets, investors often forget that total
return comes from two sources: Dividends and
price appreciation. We believe that today quality
companies trade at more reasonable valuations
than the market as a whole.
Dividends Account for 40%+ of Total Return
In fact, over the last 90+ years, dividends have
accounted for more than 40% of the total return
equation.
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Increasing Dividend Paying Stocks
Outperformed
Those that paid a dividend and raised it year after
year outperformed the benchmark in 17 of the 23
years.
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Investors who focus solely on price appreciation
are implicitly pegging their total return only to the
price change of the stocks they own. However, as Exhibit 3v
history reveals, this can lead to disappointing
Rising Dividends, Moderate Payout
results for investors over long time frames. With
equity prices hovering near all-time highs,
investors could be disappointed with price returns The sweet spot for dividend investing seems to be
at the intersection of companies increasing their
over the next ten years. We believe a better
1

Dividends can be a defensive tool
With tens of billions of dollars trading hands
every day on the New York Stock Exchange
alone, it's easy to lose sight that when purchasing
a stock investors are effectively purchasing
ownership interest in a business. Assume for a
moment that you don't get a quote every day for
your shares in that business and that you can't sell
your ownership interest for several decades. Your
focus would likely shift from price to value.
And the value of that business, whether publicly
traded or privately held, is the present value of all
future cash flows. After all, what is the point in
owning a business – or any investment – if you're
never going to receive any cash from it? When a
company generates positive free cash flow, it has
several options; the company can hold cash in
reserve, fund organic growth, make acquisitions,
pay down debt, or return it to shareholders
through dividends or stock buybacks.

Many growth investors might view dividend
payments negatively in lieu of earnings retention.
But in a more risk‐averse investing climate,
dividend payments offer an advantageous method
of returning value to shareholders. Shareholders,
just like any owner, should be concerned about
maximizing long‐term value, not short-term EPS.
Dividends are regaining popularity
Below, the graph on the left shows that the S&P
500 forward earnings are estimated to be 5.9%
while the 10 year Treasury bond is approximately
2.4%. The chart on the right shows the dividend
payout ratio has been below 40% while the
dividend growth rate has been 6.5%.

payouts – offers potential value in an
environment where many assets are at or above
fair value. Low interest rates, strong corporate
balance sheets, and investor demand should help
this trend continue.
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One should expect the price of dividend stocks to
be more volatile than bonds. However, for
investors who can withstand the volatility, the
combination of moderate dividend payout and
growing dividends can be an attractive choice.
Still, dividend investing is not simple
As dividends have once again become more
popular, some companies are initiating dividends
in hopes of attracting investors. Some companies
are doing so by borrowing to pay the dividend
while others are growing their dividend faster
than earnings are growing – which is
unsustainable over the long-term. Companies that
do that for too long may be forced to cut the
dividend and usually concurrently experience a
significant drop in price.
Dividend investing is not as simple as selecting
the highest yielding stock with the fastest shortterm dividend growth. We posit that fundamental
analysis is required and therefore active
management is best for dividend strategies.
The bottom line
Dividend investing is not new but it has recently
come back into vogue. Historically, dividendpaying stocks have outpaced the performance of
non-dividend paying stocks – and have done so
with lower volatility.viii
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We believe dividend investing, under the
framework of stocks with conservative but
meaningful payout ratios and yields – with strong
track records and future prospects of rising
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